
Headphones
&  audiovideo
accessories

Get the best
performance 
& protection 

of your AV gear



Headphones Enjoy top sound in style and comfort

i-40                                             for iOSMIC-30                               for Android

Aluminum, top performance in-ear phones with microphone 
and single button remote
Enjoy superb audio, isolate external noises and talk with your hands free

Aluminum, top performance in-ear phones 
with microphone and triple button remote for iPhone
Enjoy superb audio and style in motion, talk with your hands free

Technical Specification
 Impedance (ohm):  16

 Sensitivity (dB @1ΚΗz, 1W): 105 

 Frequency range (Hz - KHz):  20Hz-20KHz

 Audio drivers (mm):  7

 Input power (mW): 5

 Max Input power (mW): 10

 Connector type:  3.5mm mini Jack, angled

 Gold-plated connector:  Yes

 Cable length (m): 1.2

 Construction material:  Aluminium

 Neodymium magnet:  Yes

High quality aluminium construction
Enjoy ultimate style and light weight confort
Thanks to the high quality anodized Aluminium, the earphones 
are aesthetically good looking and lightweight, for many hours 
of comfortable listening

Triple button remote for iPhone
Control all incoming calls and music playback, with ease
Accept or reject calls and control the pause, play, forward and 
rewind functions, when listening to music. Thanks to the volume 
keys, you can also control the loudness of music and calls

Hands-free microphone
Talk to your mobile phone, with your hands free
The microphone located on the headphones cable, allows the 
others to hear you clearly, while in motion

3-size soft silicon ear tips
Ensure a comfortable fit and external noise isolation
Enjoy your music, undistracted. Select the silicon tip that best 
matches your ear, for easy fit and many hours of comfortable 
listening

Full range, neodymium drivers
Enjoy enhanced sonic clarity
The 7mm drivers, produce balanced, clear audio, for all kinds of 
music

Double and triple stage ear tips
Enjoy ultimate sound isolation, thanks to the deep ear canal 
penetration of these special ear tips

Flat tangle free cable
Durable and stylish cable with ideal length, for use with MP3 
players or mobile phones placed in pockets or personal bags

90 degrees headphone jack
Connect the headphones safely

The angled jack prevents accidental disconnection of the 
headphones in case of cable tension. Additionally, it makes it 
easier to fit the connected devices in your pocket and prevents 
cable wear, at its joint with the jack

Durable carrying case
Store your earphones in safety and in style

Enjoy superb audio and style 
in motion, isolate external 

noises, talk with your hands free 
and control your iPhone

i-40

Aluminium, top performance in-ear 
headphones with microphone and triple 
button remote for iPhone

In-Ear
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Technical Specifications
 Impedance (ohm):  16

 Sensitivity (dB @1ΚΗz, 1W): 105 

 Frequency range (Hz - KHz):  20Hz-20KHz

 Audio drivers (mm):  7

 Input power (mW): 5

 Max Input power (mW): 10

 Connector type:  3.5mm mini Jack, angled

 Gold-plated connector:  Yes

 Cable length (m): 1.2

 Construction material:  Aluminium

 Neodymium magnet:  Yes

High quality aluminium construction
Enjoy ultimate style and light weight confort
Thanks to the high quality anodized Aluminium, the earphones 
are esthetically good looking and lightweight, for many hours of 
comfortable listening

Hands-free microphone
Talk to your mobile phone, with your hands free
The microphone located on the headphones cable, allows the 
others to hear you clearly, while in motion

Single button remote
Control all incoming calls and music playback, with ease
By pressing the control button, you can accept or reject calls 
and control the pause, play, forward and rewind functions, 
when listening to music

3-size soft silicon ear tips
Ensure a comfortable fit and external noise isolation
Enjoy your music, undistracted. Select the silicon tip that best 
matches your ear, for easy fit and many hours of comfortable 
listening

Full range, neodymium drivers
Enjoy enhanced sonic clarity
The 15mm drivers, produce balanced, clear audio, for all kinds 
of music

Double and triple stage ear tips
Enjoy ultimate sound isolation, thanks to the deep ear canal 
penetration of these special ear tips

Flat tangle free cable
Durable and stylish cable with ideal length, for use with MP3 
players or mobile phones placed in pockets or personal bags

90 degrees headphone jack
Connect the headphones safely

The angled jack prevents accidental disconnection of the 
headphones in case of cable tension. Additionally, it makes it 
easier to fit the connected devices in your pocket and prevents 
cable wear, at its joint with the jack

Durable carrying case
Store your earphones in safety and in style

Enjoy superb audio and style 
in motion, isolate external 

noises and talk with your 
hands free

MIC-30
Aluminium, top performance in-ear 
headphones with microphone and single 
button remote
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Technical Specifications
 Impedance (ohm):  16

 Sensitivity (dB @1ΚΗz, 1W): 105 

 Frequency range (Hz - KHz):  20Hz-20KHz

 Audio drivers (mm):  7

 Input power (mW): 5

 Max Input power (mW): 10

 Connector type:  3.5mm mini Jack, angled

 Gold-plated connector:  Yes

 Cable length (m): 1.2

 Construction material:  Aluminium

 Neodymium magnet:  Yes

High quality aluminium construction
Enjoy ultimate style and light weight confort
Thanks to the high quality anodized Aluminium, the earphones 
are esthetically good looking and lightweight, for many hours of 
comfortable listening

Hands-free microphone
Talk to your mobile phone, with your hands free
The microphone located on the headphones cable, allows the 
others to hear you clearly, while in motion

Single button remote
Control all incoming calls and music playback, with ease
By pressing the control button, you can accept or reject calls 
and control the pause, play, forward and rewind functions, 
when listening to music

3-size soft silicon ear tips
Ensure a comfortable fit and external noise isolation
Enjoy your music, undistracted. Select the silicon tip that best 
matches your ear, for easy fit and many hours of comfortable 
listening

Full range, neodymium drivers
Enjoy enhanced sonic clarity
The 15mm drivers, produce balanced, clear audio, for all kinds 
of music

Double and triple stage ear tips
Enjoy ultimate sound isolation, thanks to the deep ear canal 
penetration of these special ear tips

Flat tangle free cable
Durable and stylish cable with ideal length, for use with MP3 
players or mobile phones placed in pockets or personal bags

90 degrees headphone jack
Connect the headphones safely

The angled jack prevents accidental disconnection of the 
headphones in case of cable tension. Additionally, it makes it 
easier to fit the connected devices in your pocket and prevents 
cable wear, at its joint with the jack

Durable carrying case
Store your earphones in safety and in style

Enjoy superb audio and style 
in motion, isolate external 

noises and talk with your 
hands free

MIC-30
Aluminium, top performance in-ear 
headphones with microphone and single 
button remote
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Technical Specifications
 Impedance (ohm):  16

 Sensitivity (dB @1ΚΗz, 1W): 105 

 Frequency range (Hz - KHz):  20Hz-20KHz

 Audio drivers (mm):  7

 Input power (mW): 5

 Max Input power (mW): 10

 Connector type:  3.5mm mini Jack, angled

 Gold-plated connector:  Yes

 Cable length (m): 1.2

 Construction material:  Aluminium

 Neodymium magnet:  Yes

High quality aluminium construction
Enjoy ultimate style and light weight confort
Thanks to the high quality anodized Aluminium, the earphones 
are esthetically good looking and lightweight, for many hours of 
comfortable listening

Hands-free microphone
Talk to your mobile phone, with your hands free
The microphone located on the headphones cable, allows the 
others to hear you clearly, while in motion

Single button remote
Control all incoming calls and music playback, with ease
By pressing the control button, you can accept or reject calls 
and control the pause, play, forward and rewind functions, 
when listening to music

3-size soft silicon ear tips
Ensure a comfortable fit and external noise isolation
Enjoy your music, undistracted. Select the silicon tip that best 
matches your ear, for easy fit and many hours of comfortable 
listening

Full range, neodymium drivers
Enjoy enhanced sonic clarity
The 15mm drivers, produce balanced, clear audio, for all kinds 
of music

Double and triple stage ear tips
Enjoy ultimate sound isolation, thanks to the deep ear canal 
penetration of these special ear tips

Flat tangle free cable
Durable and stylish cable with ideal length, for use with MP3 
players or mobile phones placed in pockets or personal bags

90 degrees headphone jack
Connect the headphones safely

The angled jack prevents accidental disconnection of the 
headphones in case of cable tension. Additionally, it makes it 
easier to fit the connected devices in your pocket and prevents 
cable wear, at its joint with the jack

Durable carrying case
Store your earphones in safety and in style

Enjoy superb audio and style 
in motion, isolate external 

noises and talk with your 
hands free

MIC-30
Aluminium, top performance in-ear 
headphones with microphone and single 
button remote
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Accessories Get the best performance and protect your AV gear

Protect your A/V gear from fluctuations in the power supply
Avoid severe damage to your electronic equipment, from anomalies 
in domestic electricity

Enjoy crystal clear picture from every display
The EU patented formula of these cleaners, offers maximum safety 
and cleaning effectiveness

Safe Formula, 
approved in the EU
Clean your valuable 
equipment the safe way

Mains CleanersScreen Cleaners



Accessories Get the best performance and protect your AV gear

Audiovideo Cables TV Wallmounts

Savor the ultimate picture and sound quality
Whether it’s 3D or plain High Def video and audio, 
these are your cables of choice.

Mount your TV with absolute safety
Elegance and flexibility with Crystal Audiovideo 

Wall Mount TV brackets
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Awarded products
Best value for money


